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Introduction | Treaty Override
§ “Treaty Overrides”

§ International law – Art 26, 27 VCLT → “Pacta sunt servanda”
§ “Treaty Override” → “[S]ituation where the domestic legislation of a State overrules provisions of 

either a single treaty or all treaties hitherto having had effect in that State” (para. 2 of the OECD 
Report on Tax Treaty Override) ≠ Change of definitons under Art 3(2) OECD MC (?)

§ Position of international agreements in the domestic legal order
§ Monist/dualist theories (but no normative significance; e.g., ErlRV 287 BlgNR X. GP, 3)
§ Adoption (“general transformation”) versus (specific) “transformation”
§ Viability of overrides depends on constitutional/legal framework (e.g., US and Germany 

versus France, Luxembourg, Netherlands) – “Treaty Underride” (UK)
§ Report on Tax Treaty Override (adopted on 2 October 1989), and Recommendation of the 

OECD Council concerning Tax Treaty Override, OECD/LEGAL/0253 (2 October 1989) to “avoid 
enacting legislation which is intended to have effects in clear contradiction to international treaty 
obligations”.
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https://www.parlament.gv.at/PAKT/VHG/X/I/I_00287/imfname_328216.pdf
https://www.oecd-ilibrary.org/docserver/9789264239081-101-en.pdf?expires=1547664274&id=id&accname=ocid177380&checksum=73EE218416E211510C9A66211A7CC6B5
https://legalinstruments.oecd.org/en/instruments/OECD-LEGAL-0253
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Austria Germany

System Moderate monist Moderate dualist

Incorporation of 
tax treaties in 
domestic law

“Adoption” (“General transformation”) –
Approval of the international treaty by the 

National Council as a measure of 
“participation” of the legislature in the 

executive branch (Art 50(1) B-VG), before 
ratification (Art 67 B-VG).

“Transformation” and/or “execution order” 
(“Rechtsanwendungsbefehl“) –

Incorporation of the international treaty 
through a federal law (Art 59(2) GG; “Act 

of Assent”, „Vertragsgesetz“, 
“Zustimmungsgesetz”), before ratification 

(Art 59(1) GG).

Publication Publication in the Federal Gazette 
(“BGBl”, Art 49 Abs 2 B-VG).

Publication in the Federal Gazette 
(“BGBl”, Art 82 GG).

Rank of tax treaties 
in the hierarchy of 

norms

Not lex superior: Same rank as federal 
laws (Art 140a 2nd sentence B-VG), below 
constitutional law, but above regulations. 
– Constitutional review of the (published) 

treaty (Art 140a B-VG) by the VfGH.

Not lex superior: Same rank as federal 
laws, below constitutional law (Art 59(2) 
GG), but above regulations. – Also, no 

higher rank because of § 2(1) AO, which 
is itself a simple law. – Constitutional 

(also a priori) review of the Act of Assent 
by the BVerfG.
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Austria Germany

Domestic relevance 
of pacta sunt 

servanda (Art 26 
VCLT)?

General rule of international law (Art 9(1) 
B-VG), with rank of federal law, but does 
not elevate tax treaties above federal law.

General rule of international law (Art 25 
1st sentence GG), with rank above federal 
law (Art 25 2nd sentence GG), but below 
constitutional law (“Zwischenrang”), but 

does not elevate tax treaties above 
federal law.

Interpretative 
principles (e.g., lex 

posterior, lex 
specialis)

Priority is a question of interpretation, 
but provisions of tax treaties are 
generally leges speciales. – Also: 
“Openness to international law” 

(“Völkerrechtsfreundlichkeit“): Treaty 
override should (must) be deliberate.

Priority is a question  of interpretation, 
but provisions of tax treaties are generally 
leges speciales (or leges aliae) (§ 2 AO).  
– Also: “Openness to international law” 
(“Völkerrechtsfreundlichkeit“): Treaty 
override should (must) be deliberate.

Constitutionality of 
a legislative treaty 

override?
Yes Yes
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§ “Treaty Overrides”
§ Typically accompanied by a so-called “Melford clause”

§ Named for the reaction of the Canadian legislator in the Income Tax Conventions Interpretation Act, 
R.S.C., 1985, c. I-4, to Supreme Court of Canada, 28 September 1982, R. v Melford Developments Inc, 
[1982] 2 SCR 504), e.g., “… notwithstanding the provisions of a convention …” → Shows legislative 
intent to override 

§ (Constitutional) necessity of an explicit override (in light of lex specialis, the interpretative 
guidance of “openness to international law”, and § 2 AO)?
§ Generally (in Austria and Germany): If “in doubt“, tax treaties take precedence over prior and later

domestic law (leges speciales, leges aliae)
§ Requirement in the German Federal Tax Court’s case law that the intention of the legislature to override 

must either …
§ … be made explicit in the wording of the provision itself (e.g., “… notwithstanding the provisions of a 

convention …”) (e.g., BFH, 20 March 2002, I R 38/00, BStBl II 2002, 819; BFH, 14 January 2009, I R 
47/08, BFHE 224, 126, BStBl II 2011, 131; BFH, 23 Juni 2010, I R 71/09, BFHE 230, 177, BStBl II 2011, 
129) or 

§ … can be so determined, through interpretation, without doubt (“durch Auslegung zweifelsfrei zu 
ermitteln ist”) (BFH, 3 September 2020, I R 80/16)

§ Also mentioned by the German Constitional Court, which referred to the fact that the legislature has 
explicitly expressed its intention to override (“seinen Willen zur Abkommensüberschreibung (Treaty Override) 
eindeutig zum Ausdruck gebracht hat”; BVerfG, 15 December 2015, 2 BvL 1/12, BVerfGE 141, 1)

Treaty Override | Structure
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https://statutes.ca/r-s-c-1985-c-i-4
https://www.canlii.org/en/ca/scc/doc/1982/1982canlii201/1982canlii201.html?autocompleteStr=%5b1982%5d%202%20SCR%20504&autocompletePos=1
http://www.bfh.simons-moll.de/bfh_2002/xx020819.htm
https://lexetius.com/2009,480
https://www.bundesfinanzhof.de/de/entscheidung/entscheidungen-online/detail/STRE201010226/
https://www.bundesfinanzhof.de/de/entscheidung/entscheidungen-online/detail/STRE202010273/
https://www.bundesverfassungsgericht.de/SharedDocs/Entscheidungen/DE/2015/12/ls20151215_2bvl000112.html
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§ “Treaty Overrides”
§ What is a legislative Treaty Override?

§ Blurred lines between a (real) legislative treaty override and (correct) legislative interpretation 
of a treaty, especially with regard to anti-abuse rules, as typical overrides deal with (1) anti-avoidance 
concerns or (2) double non-taxation. → Treaty override for any “disagreement” between (potentially 
overriding) domestic law and treaty law?

§ Distinction between “genuine” versus “pseudo” treaty overrides? → Dynamic, international 
understanding of treaties (e.g., implicit anti-abuse, subsequent changes to the OECD MC Comm., BEPS 
project, avoidance of double non-taxation) to identify (permissible) “pseudo” treaty overrides, especially 
in light of subsequent changes of the international/OECD consensus. – Relevance of observations? – But 
not: Changes to the OECD MC itself (Intro no. 35 OECD MC Comm.)

§ Is it relevant whether a treaty override infringes on the other State’s taxing rights or (merely) 
modifies the relief in the residence State (e.g., to avoid double non-taxation)?

§ Legal treaty override versus economic effects? → E.g., the German rule that deems 5% of a dividend 
as a non-deductible expense (§ 8b(5) KStG-DE) also applies to treaty-exempt dividends (so that 
effectively only 95% of the dividends are exempt) and has been found not to constitute a treaty 
override (BFH, 29 August 2012, I R 7/12, BFHE 239, 45, BStBl II 2013, 89)

§ Decreasing practical relevance of treaty overrides because of changes in domestic treaty policy 
(e.g., subject-to-tax rules, anti-abuse rules, activity clauses, switch-over clauses etc) → Argumentum e 
contrario possible for treaties concluded after a domestic override that do not include such rules?

Treaty Override | Structure
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https://www.bundesfinanzhof.de/de/entscheidung/entscheidungen-online/detail/STRE201210266/
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Examples | Anti-Abuse
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Effect Rule Explicit? Override?

Switch-over from treaty exemption 
to credit regarding foreign 

permanent establishments (to 
supplement CFC rules)

§ 20(2) 
AStG-DE

Explicit (“werden durch die 
Abkommen zur Vermeidung der 

Doppelbesteuerung nicht 
berührt”) – Relying on an 

unwritten anti-abuse reservation
(BT-Drs 12/1506, 181)

Yes (BFH, 10 January 2012, 
I R 66/09, BFHE 236, 304) – Note: 
Switch-over as such is no violation 
of EU law (ECJ, 6 Dezember 2007, 

C-298/05, Columbus Container 
Services, EU:C:2007:754)

Application of domestic CFC rules 
to foreign permanent 

establishments

§ 10a(6)(2) 
KStG-AT

Explicit (“auch wenn das 
Doppelbesteuerungsabkommen 

eine Befreiung vorsieht”) –
Intended treaty override (ErlRV 

190 BlgNR XXVI. GP, 26) 

Note: Implementation of
the EU Anti-Tax Avoidance

Directive (Art 7 ATAD)

Switch-over from (treaty) 
exemption to indirect credit in case 
of lowly taxed, passive subsidiaries

§ 10a(6) 
KStG-AT — —

Reduced treaty withholding rates 
only under certain conditions

§ 50d(3) 
EStG-DE

Possibly explicit (“auf der 
Grundlage eines Abkommens zur 

Vermeidung der Doppel-
besteuerung keinen Anspruch”) –
Viewed as implementing OECD 
guidance (BT-Drs 12/5630, 65)

Yes (BFH, 20 March 2002, I R 
38/00, BStBl II 2002, 819)

https://dserver.bundestag.de/btd/12/015/1201506.pdf
https://www.bundesfinanzhof.de/de/entscheidung/entscheidungen-online/detail/STRE201210106/
https://curia.europa.eu/juris/liste.jsf?num=C-540/11&language=EN
file:///Users/gkofler/Desktop/XXVI_I_190_4_Materialien.pdf
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/eli/dir/2016/1164/2020-01-01
https://dserver.bundestag.de/btd/12/056/1205630.pdf
http://www.bfh.simons-moll.de/bfh_2002/xx020819.htm
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Examples | Non-Taxation
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Effect Rule Explicit? Override?

No treaty exemption for foreign 
dividends if those payments have 

been deductible abroad 

§ 8b(1) 3rd
sentence 
KStG-DE

Explicit (“ungeachtet des 
Wortlauts des Abkommens”) –

BT-Drs 16/2712, 70 („eng 
begrenzte Durchbrechung des
Methodenartikels zur Gewähr-

leistung des Abkommens-
zwecks“)

Note: OECD linking-rules (BEPS 
Action 2) and Art 9 et seq. ATAD

No treaty exemption for foreign 
employment income if foreign 
taxation is not proven by the 

taxpayer

§ 50d(8) 
EStG-DE

Explicit (“ungeachtet des 
Abkommens”) – Possibly viewed 
as permissible under treaty law 

(BR-Drs 630/03, 66)

Yes (BFH, 10 January 2012, 
I R 66/09, BFHE 236, 304, decided 

by the BVerfG as 2 BvL 1/12)

No treaty exemption for foreign 
income in cases of certain conflicts 
of qualification, i.e., (1) if the other
State applies the treaty to exempt
or tax at a reduced rate or (2) if

the taxpayer is not taxed because
he is not subject to unlimited tax

liability in the other State.

§ 50d(9)
(1) and (2) 
EStG-DE

Explicit (“ungeachtet des 
Abkommens”) – Viewed as

alinged with OECD guidance (BT-
Drs 16/2712, 61)

Yes for § 50d(9)(2) EStG-DE (BFH,
20 August 2014, I R 86/13, BFHE 

246, 486, BStBl II 2015, 18, 
pending before the BVerfG as 2 

BvL 21/14, and BFH, 18 November 
2015, I B 121/15, BFH/NV 2016, 

376)

https://dserver.bundestag.de/btd/16/027/1602712.pdf
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/eli/dir/2016/1164/2020-01-01
https://dserver.bundestag.de/brd/2003/0630-03.pdf
https://www.bundesfinanzhof.de/de/entscheidung/entscheidungen-online/detail/STRE201210106/
https://www.bundesverfassungsgericht.de/SharedDocs/Entscheidungen/DE/2015/12/ls20151215_2bvl000112.html
https://dserver.bundestag.de/btd/16/027/1602712.pdf
https://www.bundesfinanzhof.de/de/entscheidung/entscheidungen-online/detail/STRE201410255/
https://www.bundesfinanzhof.de/de/entscheidung/entscheidungen-online/detail/STRE201650015/
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Examples | Non-Taxation
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Effect Rule Explicit? Override?

Specific rule for a conflict of 
attribution regarding interest paid 

to a partner by a partnership

§ 50d(10) 
EStG-DE

Explicit (“für Zwecke der 
Anwendung des Abkommens”, 

“ungeachtet des Abkommens”) –
Mere legislative “correction” of 

case law, no treaty override, but 
rather definition of the term 
“business profits” (BT-Drs 

16/11108, 23) → Art 3(2) OECD 
MC

Yes (BFH 11 December 2013, I R 
4/13, BFHE 244, 1, BStBl II 2014, 
791, pending before the BVerfG as 

2 BvL 15/14) – Different 
interpretation by the BFH in the

past (e.g., BFH, 9 August 2006, II 
R 59/05, BFHE 214, 518, BStBl II 
2009, 758: BFH, 17 October 2007, 
I R 5/06, BFHE 219, 518, BStBl II 

2009, 356).

Deeming rule for severance 
payments

§ 50d(12) 
EStG-DE

Explicit (“gelten für Zwecke der 
Anwendung eines Abkommens”) 
– Mere legislative “correction” of 

case law to conform treaty 
application with the OECD 

guidance and existing bilateral 
consultation agreements (BT-Drs 
18/10506, 78) → Art 3(2) OECD 

MC

Different interpretation by the BFH 
in the past (e.g., BFH 24 July 2013, 
I R 8/13, BStBl II 2014, 929; BFH, 
10 June 2014, I R 79/13, BStBl II 

2016, 326)

https://dserver.bundestag.de/btd/16/111/1611108.pdf
https://www.bundesfinanzhof.de/de/entscheidung/entscheidungen-online/detail/STRE201410037/
http://www.bfh.simons-moll.de/bfh_2009/xx090758.html
http://www.bfh.simons-moll.de/bfh_2009/xx090356.html
https://dserver.bundestag.de/btd/18/105/1810506.pdf
https://www.bundesfinanzhof.de/de/entscheidung/entscheidungen-online/detail/STRE201410185/
https://www.bundesfinanzhof.de/de/entscheidung/entscheidungen-online/detail/STRE201510239/
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§ “Treaty Overrides” and the Constitution
§ Decades of discussion in Germany on the constitutionality of treaty overrides

§ Rank of treaties in the domestic legal hierarchy? 
§ “Unfiltered” application of the lex posterior rule? (Vogel: “Breach of promise is no option for the 

constitutional State”.) 
§ Balancing between the rule of law and the principle of democracy? Are there less intrusive means? 

Deviation from international treaties only to protect fundamental constitutional principles?
§ Treaty overrides by national statutory law are permissible under the German Constitution

§ Majority opinion of the German Constitutional Court (BVerfG, 15 December 2015, 2 BvL 1/12, 
BVerfGE 141, 1 – Offical, abgridged Englisch version, upon reference by the Federal Tax Court, BFH, 10 
January 2012, I R 66/09, BFHE 236, 304, amended by BFH, 10 June 2015, I R 66/09) (with a Separate 
Opinion of Justice König), also adopted in recent decisions by the German Federal Tax Court (e.g., 
BFH, 25 May 2016, I R 64/13, BFHE 254, 33, BStBl II 2017, 1185). 

§ The same holds true for treaties concluded after the domestic overriding legislation (BFH, 25 
May 2016, I R 64/13, BFHE 254, 33, BStBl II 2017, 118, contra FG Hamburg, 21 August 2013, 1 K 
87/12; also in this direction BVerfG, 15 December 2015, 2 BvL 1/12, BVerfGE 141, 1, para. 88) …
§ … if the treaty override is explicit (e.g., “ungeachtet des Abkommens”) and …
§ … irrespective of the fact that other, subsequently concluded bilateral treaties have addressed the 

issue directly.

Treaty Override | Constitution
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https://www.bundesverfassungsgericht.de/SharedDocs/Entscheidungen/DE/2015/12/ls20151215_2bvl000112.html
https://www.bundesverfassungsgericht.de/SharedDocs/Pressemitteilungen/EN/2016/bvg16-009.html
https://www.bundesfinanzhof.de/de/entscheidung/entscheidungen-online/detail/STRE201210106/
https://www.bundesfinanzhof.de/de/entscheidung/entscheidungen-online/detail/STRE201550240/
https://www.bundesfinanzhof.de/de/entscheidung/entscheidungen-online/detail/STRE201610179/
https://www.bundesfinanzhof.de/de/entscheidung/entscheidungen-online/detail/STRE201610179/
https://www.landesrecht-hamburg.de/bsha/document/STRE201370882
https://www.bundesverfassungsgericht.de/SharedDocs/Entscheidungen/DE/2015/12/ls20151215_2bvl000112.html
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§ “Treaty Overrides” and the Constitution
§ 2015 judgment by the German Constitutional Court
§ Issue: Avoidance of double non-taxation

§ Generally, unconditional exemption in Germany under the
Germany-Turkey DTC for labor income that Turkey may tax
(avoidance of so-called “virtual” double taxation; Art 23 nos 
34-35 OECD MC Comm.; BFH, 10 January 2012, I R 66/09, 
BFHE 236, 304). – Note: The (then) Germany-Turkey DTC did
not include a subject-to-tax clause.

§ But: Explicit deviation from that unconditional treaty
exemption for foreign employment income if foreign exemption 
or taxation is not shown by taxpayer (§ 50d(8) EStG-DE)

§ Clear distinction between measures against abuse and – as in 
that case – measures against double non-taxation (BFH, 10 
June 2015, I R 66/09)

Income from 
employment

Germany 

TurkeyArt 15(1) DTC
→ Taxation in 

Turkey

Art 23(1) DTC 
→ Exemption in 

Germany

Explicit Override –§50d(8) EStG-DE 
→ Treaty exemption only if taxpayer

shows that (1) source State has waived
its taxing right or (2) tax on that income

has been paid in the source State.

Treaty Override | Constitution
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https://www.bundesfinanzhof.de/de/entscheidung/entscheidungen-online/detail/STRE201210106/
https://www.bundesfinanzhof.de/de/entscheidung/entscheidungen-online/detail/STRE201550240/
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§ “Treaty Overrides” and the Constitution
§ Core arguments of the German Constitutional Court: Domestic Law

§ Tax treaties have the same rank as statutory federal law. → Can be superseded by later federal 
statutes that contradict them (“lex posterior derogat legi priori”), and that possibility to is not limited to 
protect fundamental constitutional principles (which would generally not be the case for tax treaties).

§ The principle of democracy and parliamentary discontinuity generally requires that later legislatures 
be able to revoke legal acts of previous legislatures (“Power in democracy is but temporary”). → As the 
legislature is not competent for denouncing international treaties, it must be able to deviate from 
international treaties, i.e., the denunciation of the treaty is not available as a less intrusive means of 
satisfying the principle of democracy. → But in a treaty, there are two peoples/States!

§ Neither the rule of law nor the principle of the Constitution’s openness to international law yield a 
different result. → Specifically, and while one must always choose an interpretation that is favourable to 
international law, that does not apply in a way that is absolute and independent of the methodical limits 
of statutory interpretation.

§ The separate opinion by Justice König would have introduced a balancing test between the principle 
of democracy versus the rule of law principle in conjunction with the principle of openness to 
international law based on multiple considerations. Also, the legislature could express its political
intentions and demand that government take corresponding external steps. → Justice König would have
found the treaty override unconstitional.

Treaty Override | Constitution

16
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§ “Treaty Overrides” and the Constitution
§ Core arguments of the German Constitutional Court: International Public Law

§ Obligation to perform in good faith the treaties they have entered into (Art 26 VCLT) → But: Public 
international law only precludes States from invoking national law to justify breaches of international 
obligations on the level of public international law (Art 27 1st sentence VCLT). 

§ Thus, public international law leaves it to the States to determine the consequences on the national 
level of collisions between international treaties and national laws according to the national rules 
governing the relationship between international and national law as well as those governing the conflict 
of laws. → States may accord their national law precedence in cases of conflict. 

§ Nevertheless, such actions result in a breach of public international law that may yield 
consequences: 
§ Minor infractions → Generally entitle other states only to denounce the treaty in the cases and 

under the conditions envisaged in Art 56 VCLT, to demand that the treaty be properly performed, or 
– as a subsidiary measure – to demand pecuniary reparation (Art 34 et seq of the Articles on 
Responsibility of States for Internationally Wrongful Acts). 

§ Major infractions → Other states parties may be entitled to terminate the treaty or to suspend its 
operation, irrespective of whether the treaty provides for a right of denunciation (Art 60 VCLT).

Treaty Override | Constitution
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https://treaties.un.org/doc/Publication/UNTS/Volume%201155/volume-1155-I-18232-English.pdf
https://treaties.un.org/doc/Publication/UNTS/Volume%201155/volume-1155-I-18232-English.pdf
https://legal.un.org/ilc/texts/instruments/english/draft_articles/9_6_2001.pdf
https://treaties.un.org/doc/Publication/UNTS/Volume%201155/volume-1155-I-18232-English.pdf
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§ Back to the beginning: What is an illegal legislative treaty override?
§ Can there be more than one perspective, either for the ”definition” of a treaty override itself or 

consequences on the international level? → Legislature – Administration – Courts
§ Art 57, 60 VCTL generally not relevant for tax treaties (as treaties can generally be terminated 

following Art 32 OECD MC, possibly restricted by standstill clauses or deadlines)
§ Also:

§ Can there even be a “good faith” argument (Art 26 VCLT) by the other State for (unintended) double 
non-taxation or abuse that the first State unilaterally aims to prevent through its domestic legislation, 
provided it complies, e.g., with (current) OECD guidance (Intro nos 54 et seq. OECD MC Comm.)? 

§ Can the other State claim irrelevance of subsequent changes to the OECD MC Comm. if those are 
implemented by (unilateral) legislation in the first State (for a dynamic reading, e.g., Intro no. 3 and nos
33-36.1 OECD MC Comm.), even if that first State’s courts have a static understanding (e.g., VwGH, 31 
July 1996, 92/13/0172; BFH, 8 December 2010, I R 92/09, BFHE 232, 137, BStBl II 2011, 488)? 

§ Can the other State argue against legislative implementation of a MAP by the first State (Art 3(2) 
and Art 25(3) OECD MC), if that first State’s domestic courts have not shared the MAPs outcome and do 
not feel bound by it (see, e.g., BFH, 10 June 2015, I R 79/13, BFHE 250, 110, BStBl II 2016, 326)?

§ Is, e.g., the relief in the first State through exemption or credit an “obligation” “owed to” the other 
State (see Arts 2, 42 of the Articles on Responsibility of States for Internationally Wrongful Acts)?

§ What if a treaty override is mandated by EU law?

Treaty Override | Conclusion
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https://www.ris.bka.gv.at/Dokument.wxe?Abfrage=Vwgh&Dokumentnummer=JWT_1992130172_19960731X00
https://www.bundesfinanzhof.de/de/entscheidung/entscheidungen-online/detail/STRE201110054/
https://www.bundesfinanzhof.de/de/entscheidung/entscheidungen-online/detail/STRE201510239/
https://legal.un.org/ilc/texts/instruments/english/draft_articles/9_6_2001.pdf
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Treaty Override | Interpretation

§ Domestic Law and Treaty Law
§ Explicit references to domestic law (e.g., Art 2(4), 4(1), 6(2), 10(3) OECD MC)
§ Domestic law meaning for undefined treaty terms (Art 3(2) OECD MC)

§ General interpretation rule for undefined treaty terms, unless the context otherwise requires or 
different meaning based on an agreement between the competent authorities (“lex fori” clause.

§ But which domestic law in time: Static versus ambulatory?
§ At the time the treaty was concluded (“static approach“, “frozen meaning”)? → E.g., Supreme 

Court of Canada, 28 September 1982, R. v Melford Developments Inc, [1982] 2 SCR 504
§ At the time the treaty is applied (“ambulatory approach”)? 

§ Art 3(2) OECD MC since the 1995 Update (“… at that time …”) and Art 3 no. 11 OECD MC Comm. 
(noting that the 1995 Update made that interpretiation explicit)

§ Widely shared by domestic courts for pre-1995 treaties → E.g., Australian Federal Court, 10 
October 2008, Virgin Holdings SA v. Federal Commissioner of Taxation, [2008] FCA 1503

§ For an e contrario reading for pre-1995 treaties (i.e., static) see, however, Austrian VwGH, 19 
December 2016, 2005/15/0158, and 28 November 2017, 2006/14/0057

19

https://www.canlii.org/en/ca/scc/doc/1982/1982canlii201/1982canlii201.html?autocompleteStr=%5b1982%5d%202%20SCR%20504&autocompletePos=1
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§ Change of definitions ≠ “Treaty Override” (?) 
§ Article 3(2) OECD MC as a balance between 

§ … the need to ensure the permanency of commitments entered into by States when signing a 
convention and …

§ ….the need to be able to apply the Convention in a convenient and practical way over time (e.g., 
outdated concepts) (Art 3 no. 13 OECD MC Comm.)

§ “Context” or “good faith” as a limit of the impact of subsequent changes to domestic 
law? → See, e.g., Art 15 no. 8.11 OECD MC Comm., Para. 4(b) of the OECD Report on Tax 
Treaty Override (“provided that such changes [in domestic law] were compatible with the 
context of the treaty”), and UK First Tier Tribunal, 12 April 2016, Fowler v Revenue and 
Customs, [2016] UKFTT 234 (TC), with regard to the reallocation of income from one article to
another)

§ But: Supreme Court of Canada, 28 September 1982, R. v Melford Developments Inc, [1982] 
2 SCR 504 (rejecting the “assertion that Canada can simply amend the Agreement by the device
of redefining the term interest”)

Treaty Override | Interpretation
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§ Example: Immovable property and domestic law (Article 6 OECD MC)
§ Example: R Co. produces and leases gaming machines. It places them also in various locations in 

State S and leases them to a local casino operator, C Co. State S wants to tax those profits and, 
therefore, changes its domestic law so that the term “immovable property” now includes gaming 
machines. → Which State may tax the rental income? Treaty override? Good faith and context?

§ Assumptions: The tax treaty between R and S is old and based on the OECD MC. Moreover, the gambling machines do 
not constitute a PE under Art 5 OECD MC for R Co. (Art 5 m.no. 41 OECD MC Comm.) and the rental payments are not 
royalties under Art 12 OECD MC (even though they might well be “commercial equipment” under Art 12(3) UN MC –
See, e.g., US Tax Court, 22 July 1966, London Displays Company v. Commissioner, 46 T.C. 511, concerning payments
for wax figures by Madame Tussauds Wax Museums).

State R

State S

Producer of
gaming machines

Lease
R Co.

C Co. Operator of
local casinos
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Part III
Treaty Overrides 
and EU Law
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§ “Treaty Overrides” and Fundamental Freedoms
§ Abolition of double taxation is, still, an objective of the TFEU (see ECJ, 12 September 2017, C-

648/15, Austria v. Germany, EU:C:2017:664, para. 26). → Internal Market (Art 26 TFEU)
§ Limited scope of company tax directives, e.g., Art 5 of the Parent-Subsidiary Directive and 

Art 1 of the Interest-Royalties-Directive. – Note also the step-up provided in Art 5(5) of the ATAD 
(Council Directive (EU) 2016/1164).

§ Treaty overrides in the EU are not a violation of primary EU law (e.g., ECJ, 6 Dezember 2007, 
C-298/05, Columbus Container Services, EU:C:2007:754; EuGH 19 September 2012, C-540/11, 
Levy und Sebbag, EU:C:2012:581). → Specifically: No violation of the principle of Union loyalty
(Art 4(3) TEU)

§ In general, no prohibition of juridical double taxation by the fundamental freedoms (see, e.g., 
ECJ, 14 November 2006, C-513/04, Kerckhaert-Morres, EU:C:2006:713; ECJ, 12 February 2009, 
C-67/08, Block, EU:C:2009:92; EuGH 19 September 2012, C-540/11, Levy und Sebbag, 
EU:C:2012:581; and also EFTA Court, 7 May 2008, E-7/07, Seabrokers, para. 49 et seq.). →
Also: Treaty override is not used by the Court to put the “blame“ for double taxation on the 
“overriding” Member State (e.g., EuGH 19 September 2012, C-540/11, Levy und Sebbag, 
EU:C:2012:581).

Treaty Override | EU Law Aspects
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§ “Treaty Overrides” Mandated by EU Law?
§ Under certain conditions, the Union can use its internal competence to issue Directives (Art 4(2)(a) 

and 115 TFEU) to specify (mandate) the treatment of non-EU investors or third-country 
investments by the Member States → EU law has supremacy and thus prevails over domestic law 
and tax treaties (e.g., ECJ, 5 February 1963, 26/62, van Gend & Loos, EU:C:1963:1)

§ This may create conflicts with existing bilateral tax treaties, especially with regard to newer 
anti-tax planning/avoidance EU legislation
§ The Union is generally careful not to interfere with tax treaties (e.g., Art 9(5) ATAD)
§ But: Certain provisions in EU Directives arguably conflict with Member States‘ tax treaties (e.g., 

the application of the CFC rules in Art 7, 8 ATAD also to treaty-exempt permament establishments, or of
Art 9 et seq. ATAD to certain hybrid structures) - Note: Discussion regarding proposal for an EU DST!

§ Consequences
§ Inter-se tax treaties between Member States → Generally: Domestic law that implements 

Directives arguably take precedence over (pre- and post-accession, pre- and post-Directive) tax 
treaties between the Member States (e.g., ECJ, 14 February 1984, 278/82, Rewe, EU:C:1984:59; 
ECJ, 27 September 1988, 235/87, Matteuccci, EU:C:1988:412; ECJ, 10 November 1992, C-3/91, 
Exportur, EU:C:1992:420)

§ Third-country tax treaties → Differentiated system in Art 351 TFEU that also applies to
incompatibilites with post-accession Directives (ECJ, 2 August 1993, C-158/91, Jean-Claude Levy, 
EU:C:1993:332)

Treaty Override | EU Law Aspects
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§ “Treaty Overrides” and EU Dispute Resolution?
§ EU Dispute Resolution Directive ([2017] OJ L 265/1) → MAP and “Arbitration”
§ Covers “disputes” that “arise from the interpretation and application”, inter alia, of income tax 

treaties, and also specifically defines “double taxation” (for which arbitration can not be excluded 
by EU Member States; Art 16(7) TDRD)

§ What about Treaty Overrides?
§ Lost cause for the overriding Member State? 
§ Is there even a “dispute” regarding the “interpretation and application” of a tax treaty? 
§ How should the Advisory Commission deal with the “applicable national rules” in such a case 

(Art 14(2) TDRD)?
§ Effet utile of EU law? In the extreme: Can Member States avoid arbitration by simply overriding their 

treaties?

Treaty Override | EU Law Aspects
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Thank you!


